Free Amanita Newsletter 3/23/22:
Prophecies #15: model 11 factors white and black souls for the year of divisiveness 2022

*I have come to bring fire on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled!* (Luke 12-49)

1. Prophecies #15: model 11 factors white and black souls for the year of division 2022
This is the third & last article on the topic of salvation (the two first ones were 2/12/19 & 6/30/21), because now in 2022 the doors mostly close, the first 9 months of 2023 until the end of the Kali Yuga on 9/15/23 are merely an extra time - which however won’t be an option for many, for several reasons. Note that *all* gross prepping without a white soul is love’s labor’s lost, because in the 2020s God will take away almost everything from the black souls. Thus the salvation of one’s soul (where one spends eternity) is 1000 times more important than everything else *combined*. According to the Most High this article will save 4000-5000 souls, which is great.

2. Amanita performance 2021: simply amazing!
Long in advance it was warned that 2020 would be last good market timing opportunity (mainly in the first half of the year though) & that in 2021 market timing would stop to work almost everywhere. Since 2021 you have to make a clear decision: either you want to trade/try market timing or make monster profits with buy-and-hold – you can’t have both. In the Amanita system the latter was chosen by mostly abandoning the idea of market timing since 2021, hence 2021 was *by far* (!) the best year in the Amanita performance. And that means something because for many years the Amanita performance was ranked among the top 3 in the global ranking of the leading market services according to Timer Digest, in gold already the #1 for years ([Link](#)). The rating agency Timer Digest discontinued their service in early 2021: perfect timing. Now in 2022 market timing is mainly a strategy for dinosaurs on the path towards (financial) extinction. In 2021 God was in a generous mood & allowed in spite of only somewhat more than a dozen held crypto coins a large number of giant gains of 500-5000%, moreover a considerable number of large gains of ‘only’ 50-500% (all calculations “without” leverage).

(1) *The* big crypto rocket in 2021 was nailed (but at a good distance from the absolute low): SOL Solana was already the no. #5 of market capitalization in late 2021. At the annual close 2020 SOL was still at $1.x, yet exploded until late 2021 to $260 by a factor 100-200…

(2) Terra Luna had a similar whopping performance, now in 2022 also among the top 10 of market capitalization. LUNA was still a penny coin in early 2021 (<$1) & exploded to $100 in 2021.

(3) Chainlink LINK wasn’t bad either: the chainsaw coin was bought in 2020 at about $2, in 2021 it already traded at $50 (>2000%).

(4) Avalanche AVAX was bought in Q3/2021: from the Q3/2021 low AVAX added more than a zero (gain >1000%) in a few months, also pushing into the top 10 of market capitalization.
(5) In 2021 we also held other coins with a heavenly performance, as well as LONGs in electricity, natural gas, some agrarian futures & & GBP/TRY, the Turkish lira TRY has been collapsing since fall 2021. The energy crisis predicted for late 2021 in the premium area was a perfect hit as well: China began the brownout mode in fall 2021, since late 2021 European energy prices have added zeros. Since 2021 a very helpful blackout model exists in the Amanita system, in addition to the oil shock model. However, the time of "all" empirical models ends soon, we have to say goodbye to the patterns of the past 66.6 million years.

This monster performance was only possible because the Amanita approach is very different than *every* other approach in this corner of the galaxy, first & foremost decoding the prophetic (especially Biblical) codes matters, also for cryptos. As in many other areas the Most High gave me a lot of new insights in 2021, praise our Lord Jesus Christ!

Still, in *real* terms the crypto party is pretty much over, we have to approach the cryptos in a completely different way than in the past & decouple 100% from the thinking of crowd madness (including the crypto fools). The few remaining coins will *nominally* add zeros against fiat garbage as almost all other real assets, which doesn’t mean anything in "real" terms, so far still unrealized by crowd madness. Back to the Stone Age is the motto for most of the world in the 2020s, first especially for the evil empire (USA). Only 4 power centers can at least partly uphold their infrastructure in the 2020s: (1) Russia & satellite states (2) China (3) Middle East (4) Eastern Europa Intermarium 3SI 3-Seas-Initiative.

For not much less than a decade I have predicted the end of the financial system for 2023 (end of Kali Yuga), in 2022 we see the first steps towards this goal & maybe a partial collapse. Hence premium subscriptions are only allowed until 9/15/23, there are no realistic odds that in 2024 we still have (many) financial markets. The coming end of trading will first hit mainly bonds, stocks & futures (CFD-Futures).

Still all of that means nothing at all, as long as the soul is not white.

3. Current events: fall of Whore of Babylon (USrahell) & micronova  
Since 2019 the events have been unfolding pretty much as predicted for many years:

(1) Years in advance it was said that the last December days 2019 are the very big Mayan timeline (stellium near the Galactic Center) already mentioned in the some 800 year old Dresden Codex. For about January 2020 (Saturn 0° Pluto=epidemic aspect) the outbreak of a major epidemic was predicted. With the Corona definition 12/31/19 (Mayan timeline) humanity turned over a new leaf. To my knowledge no other forecaster on the planet could make so accurate predictions (not even close), especially not so precise & so long in advance.

(2) Also many years in advance the breakout of WW3 was projected for spring 2021. As a matter of fact, in spring 2021 the Covid death jabs (=biological warfare) were rolled out globally (before only locally): thanks God this will produce billions of deaths within a few years, in comparison WW2 with a death toll of 50 million will look like a non-event or foot-note. So finally the galaxy is healed from its worst pest (humanity). Even the WW3 fought with conventional weapons (which is always in the focus of the wannabe experts) between the powers of light (SCO Shanghai Cooperation Organization) & darkness (NATO) will only produce a fiddling death toll of 600 million (6% of world population), according to the Orthodox Elder Joseph Vatopedi from Mount Athos (Link): this is tiny compared to the hybrid warfare with biological weapons. As always, crowd madness never realizes what's going on & how long WW3 has been fought.

(3) Since 2016 mid-December 2021 has been mentioned as a key end times timeline, because Nostradamus already wrote in the 16th century that the Whore of Babylon (Israhell resp. USrahell especially New York) will keep up for only 73 years 7 months. Almost *to the day* 73 years 7 months later after the foundation of Israhell on 5/14/48 we saw a major caesura: 12/17/21 Russian ultimatum against the NATO gangsters & the Ukraine being mostly controlled by the Jews. All involved understood a priori that the NATO villains would *never* fulfill the more than understandable Russian demand, hence this ultimatum was a half of three quarters war declaration against the United Satan (USA). Usually an ultimatum is the very last step before a war breakout, both WW1 & WW2 began with an ultimatum of 48 hours. The difference between Russia & Cuckburg is that Russian statements must be taken seriously, while the NATO morons never
deliver anything than braindead babble. Since December 2021 Israhell has been in a de facto war with the bear, which achieves great things against the Khazarain mafia, e.g. Russia has now kind of militarily incorporated Iran & jams the Israeli GPS. Now the Khazarain mafia can no longer terrorize the Persian Aryans as in the past decades, which is more than wonderful. Moreover, Ukraine as the origin of the Khazarain mafia (worship the demon Baal) is totally controlled by the Jews, so Russia is leading warfare against a Jewish country.

(4) In early 2021 it was discussed in the premium area Saturn-Uranus is the historical vaccination aspect & thus the death jabs are an issue from early 2021 until the 3rd Saturn-Uranus square (90°) on 12/24/21. This has also fully come to pass, since the turn of 2021/22 the jab narrative is falling apart quickly & in December 2021 Johnson & Johnson stopped producing death jabs, AstraZeneca has de-facto stopped the vaccinocide as well.

(5) The military escalation of the Ukrainian crisis (as for instance predicted by Nostradamus 3-95 Link & the farmer from the Waldviertel, Austria) was predicted in the premium area for the event risk date February 14-18, 2022 (especially 2/17/22) & this call hit the bull’s eye: the martial activity suddenly exploded on the very day of 2/17/22. For many years the timeline 2/22/2022 has been named as the numerological key timeline of the 21st century. By the way, the Russian leadership has been reading Amanita since 2020. In the 1990s we arrived at the war chart below (presented later) in the Vienna working group for financial astrology founded by Peter Fraiss, based on the work of the genius Dr. Theodor Landscheidt (Galactic Center & impulses of the torque in the sun’s motion). Since the 1990s we have understood that the next big war maximum is due in 2022.

The only noteworthy change concerns the timing of the micronova, which was initially favored for November 2021. However, from summer 2021 this timing was doubted & revised for a number of reasons. With respect to the financial markets the predicted main effect of the micronova was an energy crisis (especially when it comes to the power grid) & this energy crisis manifested nevertheless precisely from November 2021: power & natural gas in particular. Needless to say, all updated contents with a connection to the financial markets can only be found in the premium area, where the general forecasts of the free newsletter are permanently updated, developed further, made more precise & sometimes revised.

The synopsis of thousands of different prophecies is a terribly complex affair, considering the myriads of contradictions: we have only few senior prophets (LoC>700) i.e. mainly Nostradamus & Holy Bible, and junior prophets (LoC<700) are never 100% accurate, rather 50% on average, or in a few cases up to 80%. Senior prophets can “theoretically” reach 100% hit quota, “practically” this is highly unlikely though, as it requires dozens of fulfilled requirements, especially “all” codes to be decoded. Partly the codes in these statements can only be understood in real-time, e.g. before the 2020 mask dogs we could not understand the Talmud saying that before the (second) coming of the Messiah the people would have a dog face (Link). Each year Nostradamus the king of all prophets is decoded more & more, he used at lot more code systems than all other sources (dozens!).

We must remain the anti-thesis to the ongoing biggest mental crash in history & remain 100% in the beginner’s mind, which erases all attachments to positions, so one is willing & able to change everything from scratch at any time. These changes are normally only discussed in the free area when the outlook changes from scratch, which is of course not the case here. Still, this revision
touches some very fundamental prophetic questions, so a discussion makes sense. 4 main reasons for the revision of the timing:

(1) New insights from prophecies: e.g. analysis of the Garabandal prophecy talking of a 'pulsing sun' in the week before the soul review ('rapture'), which most likely refers to the micronova. As written 3-4 years ago, the soul review is due sometime in 2022-24 (https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog?id=1761).

(2) Creation of a solar storm model: based on 2500+ years of data (Link). This model created in 2021 over months has only one hit between spring 2019 & late 2023 (but none in 2021), so the timing of the micronova was postponed to a later year according to the model.

(3) Absolute & warning (conditional, relative) prophecies: One can distinguish two kinds of prophecies, the warning (conditional, relative) prophecies which can be averted, lessened or delayed & the absolute prophecies which are unchangeable. Still, it is not always clear which category a prophecy falls into. We also find this distinction in the Holy Bible, e.g. the prophet Jonah received the order from God to go to Nineveh & prophesy their destruction in 40 days unless they repent from their sins. Against all odds all the population including the king took this warning seriously & changed their behavior, so that the destruction of Nineveh was postponed by some decades.

The Merlin lineage took the Amma prophecy 2016 as a work order, i.e. "hundreds" of divine wizards of the higher levels worked for months to avert this event, also on Nov 5/6, 2016 in London. Perhaps the work of hundreds without a core veil was more successful than assumed, similar to Nineveh I only expect it to be delayed but not fully averted, because this event was mentioned by some Biblical senior prophets who are able to make *absolute* prophecies (while junior prophets can only make *relative* prophecies).

(4) Fall of Amma: The statement of the solar storm in 2021 was solely based on Amma's mid-2016 statement. First doubts arose when in the spring of 2021 Amma's soul became black, as demonstrated by her call to get a Covid death shot. Amma made her statement regarding the big 2021 solar storm in 2016, I visited Amma numerous times in 2007-19 & in 2016 I first noted that she has gotten weaker (e.g. her life energy Bovis dropped dramatically etc.). This triggered research on Amma's spiritual evolution in 2021. We must never pursue the approach of spiritual crowd madness, which always portrays everything way too simplistic by a factor of 1000. Even David Hawkins MD PhD did a service in this context, because of his sole focus on the LoC (level of consciousness), which is a no-go. In the case of a transpersonal soul like Amma the very concept of the LoC hits the brick wall, because the transpersonal souls not only have their personal soul but also a part of the world soul.

For a basic psychological analysis one analyzes dozens of parameters, for a deeper analysis hundreds of parameters & for a maximum analysis thousands of parameters. Thousands of steps happen before a soul becomes black (as Amma in 2021). Some milestones in Amma's spiritual devolution:

* Already in the 1990s the darkness in Amma's environment became stronger, which for a long time was balanced by the huge karma of her (charitable) deeds, still on the Jewish scale of impurity 0-50 she rose continuously.

* Around the turn of the millennium Hawkins calibrated Amma at only LoC=300 (Link), which was discussed a lot & was even the reason for some people to turn away from Hawkins. LoC=300 (+/- 10) shows on which qualities Amma was working as a private person: accept responsibility, consideration for other people & respectful, ethical attitude.

* In 2011 she lost the Golden ring of God's authority on the right hand, from this moment onwards the hand of God was slowly removed.

* In 2012 Amma lost the first of her 10 lines of divine power, in 2021 her last one. In the Kali Yuga until 9/15/23 one could have 10 power lines at most, but hundreds in the Golden Age.

* Around 2013 the first insider info's about Amma were released to the public triggering scandals, especially by the book by Gail Traidwell, albeit highly questionable (Link).

* In 2014 Amma joined the black Anti-Pope in a principally good project (declaration against slavery), still the first warning signal for me at this time (Link).
* In 2016 God began to shut down Amma on all levels (but slowly to avoid a global shock), which kind of questioned her 2016 prophecy. In late 2016 I noticed for the first time that her power has gotten a lot weaker. I discussed this observation within the Merlin lineage, but it was not confirmed by the 3 top clairvoyants. In the case of such divergences until 2016 these 3 were always right & I was always wrong, yet from 2017 since pattern reversed by 180°, with the Amma observation marking the turning point.

* From 2018 Amma developed pseudo veils. The core veil (in the heart) is the most important of thousands of veils & always the first to drop, mentioned in Romans 2-29 as the circumcision in the heart. Nevertheless, the foreskin mafia always wants to perform the satanic ritual of the foreskin circumcision, which is 100% satanism. Each veil is a level of separation from God. Until 2020 I proceeded on the assumption that a soul without a core veil can no longer become black, however since 2020 the opposite has been true. For a long time I was searching for the reason: pseudo veils created by the system, being up to 50% as the actual veils. Shocking insight: >90% of those without a core veil meanwhile have a pseudo veil.

* In 2021 her soul became black, since then she has been a devil as all black souls. In a different way 2021 was also the year of the 'fall' of Chuck-Johnel Youngbrandt (Link), however not personally (he died in early 2018), but only on the prognostication level. Youngbrandt worked almost perfectly in 2020, although his LoC always was the one of a junior prophet LoC<700. However, in 2021 he suddenly stopped to work – or did he only 'pause' for one year? This vagueness of +/-1 year is found multiple times in the case of Youngbrandt, so the outcome can’t be judged with certainty before the end of 2022. I have never experienced such an abrupt change, so many questions arise, leaving a lot of doubt & uncertainty. At any rate, since 2021 Youngbrandt counts as a normal junior prophet with a hit quota of some 50% (30-80%).

I want to thank you for your continued interest & God bless you!

Yours,
Manfred Zimmel, MoD (Master of Disaster)
Amanita Market Forecasting [https://www.amanita.at](https://www.amanita.at) (IP address 213.145.225.96)
1190 Vienna, Austria - European Union

Articles end times & electrosmog: [https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog](https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog)

FAQ: [http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng](http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng) For further technical or administrative questions please contact my top assistant Peter Ressmann [support@amanita.at](mailto:support@amanita.at).
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Prophecies 15: model 11 factors white and black souls for the year of divisiveness 2022

*Il will completely consume and sweep away all things from the face of the earth [in judgment], says the Lord. I will consume and sweep away man and beast. I will sweep away people and animals; I will sweep away the birds of the sky and the fish of the sea, and the ruins along with the wicked. I will cut off mankind from the face of the earth.* (Zephaniah 1)

This is the third & last article on the topic of salvation (the two first ones were 2/12/19 & 6/30/21), because now in 2022 the doors mostly close, the first 9 months of 2023 until the end of the Kali Yuga on 9/15/23 are merely an extra time - which however won't be an option for many, for several reasons. Note that "all" gross prepping without a white soul is love’s labor’s lost, because in the 2020s God will take away almost everything from the black souls. Thus the salvation of one’s soul (where one spends eternity) is 1000 times more important than everything else *combined*. According to the Most High this article will save 4000-5000 souls, which is great.

Year of divisiveness & rupture 2022

*You cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons too; you cannot have a part in both the Lord's table and the table of demons.* (1 Corinthians 10-21)

Now to the year 2022, which thank God is the end of the crazy safety thinking contaminating all areas of life. The Covid hoax & jab globocide have been almost exclusively created through this safety nonsense. Our limbic system has 3 different motivations: safety (=Yin), power (=Yang) & learning/curiosity. The sinization in Gymnocracia=Castratia has everything totally aligned with the yin, which is an abomination in the eyes of the Most High.

The worst is the safety babble in the psycho scene (less in the egoteric), many therapeutic methods always perpetuated the lie of the safe place. Needless to say, this assumption is total BS: on this planet there has never been a safe place in the lower three dimensions & it will never exist. Whoever hands sop to the people misleads them & therefore must be called a rogue. Only death is for sure, i.e. the safety cult in reality is a perverse death cult. Worshipping the idol of the (alleged) safety is enough to lead people into hellfire, hallelujah! On "all" levels will must fulfill Matthew 25-29 (code for 2025-29), already in 2025 we'll see a lot of that:

> For to everyone who has shall more be given, and he shall have an abundance; but from the one who does not have, even what he does have shall be taken away.

1=Yang=life=unity, 2=Yin=death=duality/ divisiveness. Division is the big topic of the 2020s (because of the double 2) & began in 2020 with the 22=Zion, however, the peak is to be see in 2022 with the master number 222:

(1) **Political:** More & more state constructs will fall into 2 or more parts, first the evil empires USA & EU, later also Russia & finally China. Thus until 2025 Luke 1-52 fulfills (52 is the mirror number of 25): "He has brought down rulers from their thrones but has lifted up the humble."

(2) **Militarily:** The frontlines petrify in the ongoing WW3 (which began in 2020 anyway).

(3) **Mentally:** The Most High will take away *everything* from the black souls (especially the vaccine mutants), including their mind, so on a mental level we'll see a split as "never" before. Brain users talking to mutants usually means there is no common base & it will never ever be seen again. The end point of the black souls is the zombie having the intelligence of insects, not even of mice & rats.

(4) **Health-wise/ biologically/ genetically:** There will be seen a dichotomization into humans & the genetically engineered mutants (vaccine zombies).

(5) **Technologically:** The globalized world will be torn in 2 parts, one part going back to the Stone Age (no power because of blackouts), the rest remains high tech for a while, albeit cutting back more & more towards low tech.

(6) **Economically:** In the premium area I have spoken for 10+ years of the biggest default (dying) wave in history in 2022, for persons, companies & nations. This biggest default wave (partly spilling
over into 2023) leads to a split into surviving & dying companies, so the economic world changes forever.

(7) Financially: Within the financial system deep splits will arise, e.g. SCO (Shanghai Cooperation Organization) versus NATO (North-Atlantic Terror Organization), but also crypto versus fiat (this interface will begin to totter). The dramatically accelerating hyperinflation creates a deep split between the very few well prepared & giant rest that is completely devastated. In 2021 we still were in a mild hyperinflation 26-100% (26% is the threshold value for a hyperinflation according to the IASB International Accounting Standards Board), however in the course of 2022 & especially 2023 we must be prepared for a medium hyperinflation 100-1000%, the USD already has >100% inflation in reality. Later we choose a strong hyperinflation >1000%.

In the 2020s & early 2030s the black souls will lose everything on “all” levels in God’s great reset (mistakenly called Schwab reset by the truther fools), also financially, and finally their lives they used to rebel against God. So far the world’s financial wealth is still almost 100% in the hands of the black souls, but already in a decade in the 2030s almost 100% in the hands of the white souls. That’s why the black souls = devils (their name is not in the Book of Life but in the Book of Death) don’t need to pay attention to their finances, because the brutal fist of God will hit them so often until they have lost everything. Let’s pray 24/7 that God will act in his most bloodthirsty form, as demonstrated by the Old Testament: the prophet Elijah beheaded the 850 false prophets of Queen Jezebel. A key Bible passage in this context is Matthew 6:33:

But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all other things will be given to you as well.

In the satanic wellbeing gospel you never hear anything else than the benevolent hand of God, the loveholics (spiritual junkies) are simply not ready for the full reality. Instead, they create a bizarre God image in their brain that pleases their egos. The word God comes from good: limiting God to only one quality (goodness) could be the worst spiritual error of all time: this has got nothing to do with reality & this is the trap of duality. If at all, one should assume a number of 330 million divine qualities.

(8) Genders: A deep slit between men & women will arise, culminating in the near extinction of males, a dying wave never seen before.

(9) Race: The racial split will reach an all-time high, although in the end almost exclusively the white race remains, the reason why Satan doesn’t attack any other race as much as the white race.

(10) Geological: All kinds of rifts will open up, i.e. soil division because of earthquakes, volcanoes & floods, first in North America & later in the other continents.

(11) Meteorological: On this level we’ll see an extreme split as well, i.e. less & less normal or moderate weather, instead mainly heat or cold waves/ ice age, either floods or droughts etc.

(12) Religious: This means e.g. the split of the Roman-Catholic church, as performed the last time more than 500 years ago by Martin Luther. Islam will briefly extend the split but later reunite.

(13) Spiritual (white & black soul): This is by far the most important level & in the center of this article, discussing a deeper & soon pretty irreversible split into white & black souls. Already now in 2022 the split into white & black shall be almost done, with a kind additional respite in the first 8-9 months of 2023 to change to the white side – later this is not more than a theoretical possibility but practically will hardly ever happen.

Good-doers, soap-box oratories & truthers use every opportunity to tell us how bad this split is & that one should appreciate more what is uniting us than what’s dividing us, in order to guarantee the societal cohesion. This is the thinking of man & thus of the devil, see Isaiah 55:8: “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, declares the Lord.” We have to 100% decouple from this devilish thinking of the so-called awakened & good-doers, because this split (symbolized by the sword) is God’s will. He has to separate the wheat from the chaff (human garbage), so that Matthew 10-34ff is fulfilled:

Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to bring peace, but a sword [...division]. For I have come to turn a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law - a man’s enemies will be the members of his own household. Anyone who loves their father or mother more than me is not worthy of me;
anyone who loves their son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. Whoever does not take up their cross and follow me is not worthy of me.

Spiritual division: odds 0.1% of a white soul

He [God] said, “Go and tell this people: “Be ever hearing, but never understanding; be ever seeing, but never perceiving. Make the heart of this people calloused; make their ears dull and close their eyes. Otherwise they might see with their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with their hearts, and turn and be healed.” Then I said, “For how long, Lord?” And he answered: “Until the cities lie ruined and without inhabitant, until the houses are left desolated and the fields ruined and ravaged, until the Lord has sent everyone far away and the land is utterly forsaken. And though a tenth remains in the land, it will again be laid waste. But as the terebinth and oak leave stumps when they are cut down, so the holy seed will be the stump in the land.”

The spiritual split will be the most radical & asymmetric: 99.88% black & 0.12% white (calculated from the all-time high of almost 8 billion people). During the spiritual split you want to be positioned right to avoid the place of eternal torment. One day in hell is worse than an entire human life on earth with nothing but pain & suffering. Do never ever think like the lying press & the truthers who want to extend the illusion of the flesh at all cost.

Until the 20th century the majority of the deceased went to heaven, but meanwhile this has reversed by 180° & the Most High puts the squeeze on, even a “single” (!) spiritual error can make the soul black so it is included in the Book of Death. Unfortunately, now in 2022 there are almost zero true end times teachers with a white soul & LoC>555 (at LoC<555 without surrender to God’s will it is mainly a question of time before one is erased from the Book of Life). The sealing of the 144,000 chosen ones mentioned in the Holy Bible began in May 2021 with the Jews & soon thereafter among the gojim. 7 annotations:

1. Not all white souls: Unquestionably I proceeded on the assumption that “all” white souls will be sealed, but surprisingly this was not the case, only a part.

2. All-time low 0.04%: Even in my worst scenario I did not expect that the share of white souls would drop *under* 0.12%, but this exactly what happened. Briefly it plunged to 1/3 thereof = 0.04% (only one human among 2500). This means that the share will triple from the all-time low, yet we arrive at 0.12% from “below” & not from “above”.

3. Core: For a long time I believed that those without a core veil will certainly remain white, which however hasn’t been the case since 2020.

4. 2 sealing’s (preliminary & final): I assumed that there would be only one (final) sealing. Instead, we had a preliminary one & a final one (after 9/15/23, presumably in late 2024). 2 sealing’s reflect the 2nd coming of Jesus Christ & the marriage of Christ with His bride, where you first have an engagement (=pre-contract) & then later the marriage (=contract). The provisional sealing is also an advance of confidence.

5. Loss of God’s seal: And even those with a pre-seal have partly lost it because they haven’t passed the tests.

6. Martyr death: A part of the pre-sealed has already died, especially because of gross or subtle attacks. If the seal holds, then those people can no longer lose their soul, everything else can still happen to them.

7. Second, final sealing around 2024: The timing of the final sealing is late 2023 through early 2025. Daniel 12/11-12: „And from the time the daily sacrifice is abolished [Corona’s witnesses] and the abomination of desolation set up, there will be 1290 days. Blessed is he who waits and reaches the end of the 1335 days. “ As so often in the Holy Bible a multiple code, that’s why days can also mean years. The reference of the yearly count is the construction of the Dome of Rock (abomination of desolation) in JerUSAlem in the year 688: 688+1335=2023. Also Daniel 12+11 points to 2023 (12+11=23) as the end. And the daily count began in March 2020, when the daily sacrifice (Eucharist) was abolished around the globe (except in Russia): 1335 days later is late 2023 as the earliest & most likely timeline.
So we had some negative surprises that even topped the very negative basic scenario. Sometimes I am accused of a too negative attitude, although the very opposite is true: 99% of my surprises are negative, a sign of way too positive thinking. So now in the end times one works against huge statistical odds & a totally distorted perception:

(1) Only some 0.1% of humanity make it into the Book of Life (white souls), this is carved in stone, the world religions agree: Holy Bible (e.g. Gospel of Thomas #23, Mark 5-13, Daniel 7-10), Islam, Dr. Jayant Athavale (Hinduism), DDr. David Hawkins & my requests. In order to save souls (in the tough end times environment) you need an LoC>555 (surrender to God). In the early 21st century Hawkins detected a share of only 0.4% of world population at LoC>540 (unconditional love), meanwhile it is even less & 15 points higher (540->555) it is again less = circa 0.1%. So the bar is set *very* high for a white soul: you are working against odds of about 1:1000, i.e. you have to try harder than 999 of 1000 – nothing comes from nothing.

(2) Only 0.1% make it to heaven, while 20-50% *believe* they are going to heaven. This means that out of 200-500 who "believe" they go to heaven only one single person of them achieves this goal – much less than 1%. So from a statistical perspective there is a huge gap between hope & reality, with reality being >100 times worse than hope (Link, Link, Link).

(3) The formula above is for those who simply believe in their heavenly fat (mostly without spiritual practice), but even among spiritual practitioners their share is still small, namely about 2.5% (Link). At the turn of 2017/18 Jesus showed Pastor Robert Atsushi (Link) a church 50 years before (1967): at this time 95% of the church members were still written into the Book of Life (=white souls), 50 years later (2017) only 20%. And in the past 5 years the share of white souls has crashed further, almost all spiritual sources quoted for years have become black or at least experienced a crash of their LoC

(4) Even of the tenths of a percentage point very well prepared only 50% make it, as the Biblical allegory of the 5 smart & 5 dumb virgins tells us.

Do not think for one second that saving one’s soul will be simple until 9/15/23 (end of Kali Yuga): even the very best will barely make it. I personally don’t know *anybody* who hasn’t been at least close to a soul loss since 2020, the attacks are incredibly strong. Some days before my sealing in late May 2021 I had the strongest attack in my life over some hours to steal my soul, which was 88% successful – but not 100%, so the soul strength was tested.

One of the last ones to fall into the abyss was Rabbi Alon Anava, whose soul became black around Christmas 2021. Around Hell-oween 10/31/21 he had his third major – demonically induced – disease (yet without the danger of life) & from then on he dropped quickly from his almost 800 LoC points week after week (Link). During his second death experience in 2019 the angels didn’t want him to return to earth, which is strange, normally they push you because none of the dead wants to return to this slave planet (if at all, then because of their children), i.e. the angels must have known he would fall.

The slow, creeping soul loss where the soul is slowly taken percentage point after percentage point & brought into soul prisons is least understood & noticed. In shamanism these details of the gradual soul loss are described a lot better than in other spiritual traditions. I have found this subtle fact only once in Christian sources, namely what was told to Deborah as shared by Peniel Ngonde (Link). This almost always overlooked fact means that one should always pray for *all* parts of one system to be released from soul prisons.

I recommend a prayer to God that he shows you the place where you will go *now* after death: prayer for soul review (‘rapture’). The soul review (‘warning’) mentioned by the Garabandal prophecy shall happen sometime in 2022-24, but one should be prepared as much as possible which makes the experience more pleasant, because the black souls will experience hell torment during their soul review or will even die (Link). Saul Paul has misled evangelic generations with his strange words that are falsely interpreted physically instead spiritually. However, such a prayer will be only answered, when you still have at least one of the 613 Jewish connections with God based on the 613 Mitzvot. Being on the 50th level on the Jewish scale of impurity (as almost all double jabbed) means that you are so far away from God that most likely this prayer will no longer be heard.

A soul review can happen through a death experience (falsely labelled as ‘near death experience’)
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but also through astral travel. In both options the soul is no longer in the body & this opens certain doors. I have already died 10 times & during the 10th death experience I was told there are some healings that can’t be done when you are still alive in your body. During his second death experience Rabbi Anava was told something similar.

The prayer for a soul review being answered with a heavenly visit is very nice, still before 9/15/23 (end of Kali Yuga) we must never be lulled into a false security, because this is only snapshot – and even afterwards it will hardly be 100.00%. In 2017 angels showed me a golden house, I said this is very nice, but why do you show me that? They answered this has been prepared for you, John 14:

My Father’s house has many rooms; if that were not so, would I have told you that I am going there to prepare a place for you? And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be where I am. You know the way to the place where I am going.”

However, when you see hell as 99% of humanity, then you have the best possible motivation for the necessary spiritual work. You can watch 1000 videos with hell experiences of other people, but nothing will convince you as much as your own experience. As a Muslim put it based on his death experience: you won’t believe it until your own experience (Link). Even when heaven was shown to you I still suggest to pray for a hell experience to strengthen your motivation.

One can theoretically douse or muscle-test the soul status, but this is a catch-22, as only a white soul can expect a valid answer. And even for the white souls this is not a very reliable approach, because muscle-testing is hardly a valid method with less than 5-10,000 inquiries & even then only when numerous marginal conditions are fulfilled, see my 2020 article (https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electromog?id=1827). I want to add that now I often ask at the beginning whether or not I get a 100% reliable answer or not.

Somebody who is really good at these inquiries can also ask for the 50 levels of impurity on the Jewish scale (Link). Defining the possible range as 0-50, then the levels 0-21 are white souls, 22-27 chameleons & 28-50 black souls (28 is a smaller vibration of the hell number 288, 288°=18° Capricorn is hell’s gate opposite of 108°=18° Cancer heaven’s gate). One can also ask in which of 5 regular heavenly levels (lower & upper Svargalok, Maharlok, Janalok, Tapolok & Satyalok=Brahmalok) one would now go to (Link). Surprisingly Hawkins only went to Janalok = third highest level (Link). Brahmaloka (in the Andromeda galaxy) has 20 sub-levels, with the highest 4 being without form (Link), the third lowest of the 20 is the spiritual level is Satan & Co. Above these 5 regular levels according to Brahma Samhita 5-29 (Link) there is the region of eternal life Krishnaloka = Goloka (Vrindavan). You are *always* connected with certain spiritual realms, which represent one’s spiritual home. This not only determines where one is heading after death, but these realms are already very important during one’s life, as you receive help (blessing, leadership, protection, energy etc.) from these realms. Example: the Koltsov plates are associated with Tapolok (second highest regular level).
11 factor model white & black souls

But those enemies of mine who did not want me to be king over them - bring them here and kill them in front of me. (Luke 19:27)

Because of this epistemic malaise the $666$ quintillion question is which objective or 'hard' criteria tell us that whether or not a soul is white or black. For this purpose I have created a simple yet powerful model with 11 factors. Only when 10-11 criteria are fulfilled, then you *probably* have a white soul. 9 of these 11 factors fulfilled indicates a soul that is *perhaps* white. Only 0-8 of these 11 criteria fulfilled implies a high probability or near-certainty of a black soul on the way into hellfire. The less criteria are fulfilled, the less clean one is on the Jewish scale of impurity 0-50 (Link). Please find these 11 criteria ranked by statistical importance in the rest of the article.

(1) Soul searching: surrender to God’s will

I estimate that only some per milles of world population *truly* fulfill this criterion, making it the first statistical criterion. Matthew 7:21: „Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one who does the will of my Father who is in heaven,“ So the most basic question is: am I prepared to do God’s will unconditionally, no strings attached, even if it costs me my life as a martyr? Surrender to God’s will doesn’t begin before the LoC=555 & deepens further the higher the LoC. Average people are light years away from this surrender, on the contrary they sell their soul to the vaccine devil for a little convenience or to keep their job. Matthew 16:
Then Jesus said to his disciples, “Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me. For whoever wants to save their life will lose it, but whoever loses their life for me will find it.

So this heart-searching is crucial, one should answer this question: am I really ready to lay down my life for God as a martyr? When the answer is YES then you are in surrender & thus the soul is white – if the answer is NO then the soul is most likely black or at least in great danger. Still, this method produces false results for Muslim martyrs, when they falsely worship a demon as God.

A seemingly totally different & yet pretty identical question is whether you like life here on this planet & whether or not you enjoy life in the Kali Yuga. John 12-25: “Anyone who loves their [physical] life will lose it, while anyone who hates their life in this world will keep it for eternal life.” The cleaner a soul, the less life you will enjoy life in this incredible remoteness from God, impurity, ignorance & darkness of the Kali Yuga. A white soul wants back to God but as long as you are imprisoned in a physical body, you are always far away from God. In the Kali Yuga you could reach LoC=1000 on this prison planet in the best case, yet archangels have an LoC=50,000-500,000: this tells you far away from God “everybody” in the flesh is. In other words, the decision to remain in the flesh is always a huge decision *against* God. Either God or the world, you have to make a decision: the one is leading into heaven, the other into hell. The Buddha boiled it down: (physical) life means suffering. One should pray Vedic prayers: “Because of unclear unfortunate circumstances I have plunged into the cycle of death & reincarnation, please God redeem me from that.”

(2) Spiritual time effort (3-6 or 8-12 hours per day), no outsourcing

This is statistically the second most powerful criterion only fulfilled by 1-2% of world population, who on average dedicated at least a couple of hours every day for their salvation. As correctly stated by Rabbi Alon Anava (before his soul turned black): 2 hours per day spiritual time is just a little warm-up (Link). Catholic masses often don’t last more than 30-45 minutes, which is only for poor suckers on their last legs.

In order to keep one’s spiritual garment white (some per milles of humanity) 3-6 hours per day are enough in the end times, however this is not enough to make a black soul white again (which is true for 99% of humanity) which rather requires 8-12 months, i.e. spiritual work is then the main job, there is not much space for more. The first-most important commandment is: “You shall have no other Gods [idols].” Time exposure reflects more than everything else what are your *true* priorities: time is spiritual currency. There is a reason why 1 Thessalonians 5:17 tells us: “Pray without ceasing.” The factor time is crucial, that’s why chapter 16 of the Sajaha prophecy tells us (Link):

Evil is a sharp knife which can hide its form & envelops with gold. A girl found it, considered it a sparkling comb, and immediately 1.40m of hair were killed. It takes years until the hair is grown back. Whoever is bitten by the evil is wounded *quickly*, but they are healed *slowly*.

Now in the end times you may experience more spiritual attacks in a single *day* than in earlier times in a whole life. Most important is the morning cleansing because the astral pollution is worst during the night & most people lose their soul during the night. The hypersonic cone (Link) should now in 2022 be used ideally multiple times per day to remove parasite hypersonic fields, by pulling it up in front of the body, over the head & briefly stop under the atlas (1st/2nd cervical vertebra). According to Reiner Gebbensleben the 2nd (2=Yin) cervical vertebra is the gateway for dark powers. For the night I recommend subliminals by Shannon Matteson with a DRS (directional reflection shield). DRS is contained in the newer subliminals since 2020, the current time quality favors Maximum Immune Response 3.0 (Link).

Now in the 42 months of the reign of the devil 3/15/20-9/15/23 we can’t avoid being deluged by the black powers, e.g. see Dr. Athavale on the black coverings (Link). Quite some vaccine refusers including myself have repeatedly dreamed in the night of vaccines: the evil powers are injecting those with original DNA with spiritual injections. Unfortunately, you hear almost nothing on that from the truthers, exactly as the lying press they focus entirely on body health instead on the soul: this is a nightmare.

Needless to say, the most frequent objection is that I don’t have time for all of that – but the same
people somehow have time for 3-4 hours daily smartphone usage (on average)? Then you also have 3-4 hours TV, so you have a whopping 7 hours per day with usually unnecessary gazing at the image of the 666 beast (and that does “not” include the job done in front of screens), with 2.5 hours per day anti-social media. Youngsters are even 10 hours per day online.

Screens are the image of the 666 image worshipped around the clock. Most of it is garbage anyway & certainly not important, necessary or good, on the contrary detrimental to body, soul & spirit & electromog creates so much negative karma. If you replace this filthy time by spiritual time, then you immediately arrive at the necessary 3-4 hours & still have time for sensible media consumption. With the black souls refusing to do that, God will intervene & cut back this screen satanism, when internet & power collapse in most regions of the world forever.

Vaccine mutants have to be prepared for 8-12 hours per day for 42 weeks if they do everything correctly (otherwise it will last much, much longer). Because of the very high death quota vaccine beasts should first ask for 42 weeks of lifetime to implement that task. The Greek-Orthodox Father Savvas Agioritis had a black soul for 40 days after his first inoculation, after 40 days he became a black chameleon where a lot more grace is pouring in (Link). However, when you are at the 50th level of impurity on the Jewish scale (as almost all double vaccine zombies), then you can no longer expect healing, then you only can ask for final soul destruction. In order to survive these 42 weeks, one should work on a biological level as well, especially purifying one’s blood via bloodletting & whitethorn. Marie-Julie Jahenny (1850-1941) & other prophets described a pandemic with an extremely fast death, which is what we have witnessed since the 2021 jab globocide, where people simply drop in one second. Jahenny recommended for this pandemicle the heart remedy Hawthorn (Link).

The urgency is huge: theoretically (maximally) you have time until the 2030s, when Kaiser Henry will clean up the mess & remove (almost) all black souls. Yet practically the time is much more limited, I estimate the median life expectancy of the current world population is only 1-3 years, with a statistical mean of 3-5 years; this divergence is explained by the extreme asymmetry of the death curve (no Gauss normal distribution).

God has allowed in the past years that almost all gurus fell (including the spiritual world leader Amma 2021) exactly for these reasons: as a test whether or not you are still blindly following a spiritual leader/guru/priest or instead have a *direct* God connection, without a mediator between God & man (indirect God connection). From 2023 nobody can go to heaven who chooses the broad, convenient path & still wants to outsource their connection with God. In the past 5000 years of the Kali Yuga God allowed this consumer (child) stance, but the Kali Yuga ends on 9/15/23, then we have to take full spiritual responsibility.

Since 2020 the situation is extremely dynamic, where the levels of consciousness LoC change daily, into the 19th century they usually remained the same for a whole life. A guru can be clean today & tomorrow a devil. For these 2 reasons (spiritual delegation & dynamics) I no longer want to recommend real-time gurus, this is dinosaur thinking we have to let go. Already in the 16th century Nostradamus wrote that at the middle of the 21st century prophets are no longer needed – a prophet is a form of a guru.

On a gross 3D level one should learn abilities (*no* outsourcing) in the 4 archaic sectors: defensive, agriculture, healing & craft. However, 1000 times more important than these 4 is the spiritual competence that is no longer delegated to gurus & priests. Formerly you could book an all-in service from gurus, but now in the 2020s only a few selective interventions are allowed & in the 2030s even no longer that. When you stand before God to give account, then you are also alone by yourself.

3 kinds of spiritual time:

1. **Spiritual theory:** Theoretically it is very easy to go to heaven, namely to always do 100% God’s will, which is the essence of Bhakti Yoga. Practically this is very difficult to recognize God’s will & act accordingly, too many confuse it with the will of their ego. I use thousands of different scales, one of the most important ones being how much one does God’s will on a scale 0-100%. Over 50% you draw closer to God (-> higher LoC, soul becomes brighter etc.), under 50% you move away from God because the sin separates from God (-> lower LoC, soul gets darker). Globally now in early 2022 this level is only 15%, i.e. humanity is on the highway away from God. Hawkins recommended as a daily declaration of intention to become a perfect servant of God & become
one with Him in enlightenment.

There are myriads of spiritual teachings which mostly contradict each other with the exception of the small common denominator. So first & foremost you need the correct spiritual theories before moving on to spiritual practice. Since 2020 I have observed that one single major misconduct (e.g. false decision) is enough to make a soul black within weeks, this is happening 100+ times faster than before, you can no longer afford making mistakes. When the applied spiritual theories are wrong, then the spiritual practice will be counterproductive & even lead deeper into hellfire.

So how does one recognize true spiritual teachings? Without a direct line to God (the lowest & simplest form are muscle-test, pendulum etc.) you can’t make this distinction. However, there are some stochastic reference points: the older a spiritual text, the better the odds it is a true spiritual teaching. The Vedic texts are the oldest & thus also those with the highest LoC. The word ‘Vedas’ simply means (higher or absolute) knowledge. David Hawkins is the large (young) exception, however his soul was still black into the 1990s when his book *Power versus Force* was published.

There are also subtle teaching materials, although all of them have become black (if they weren’t black right from the beginning) or they have become too weak for the current challenges, as almost all electrosmog protection devices. At the time of writing these lines in early 2022 the Koltsov plates still calibrate very high, but that may change, too, especially through of the ongoing magnetic pole reversal, because the functional correctors are linked with the earth’s magnetic field. The third & last generation of the Koltsov plates with 9 elements available since early 2022 is 20-30 times stronger than the second generation with 5 elements available since 2015. In 2008 the first generation was launched with 4 elements, so we see a 7-year cycle Schmitta resp. Sabbath: 2008 – 2015 – 2022. These new plates were more than overdue, in 2021 the second generation became too weak.

The first generation of Koltsov plates launched in 2008 had about 600 dB (decibel) hypersonic (see Rainer Gebbensleben hyperschall.at), the second generation from 2015 about twice as much & thus somewhat more than the hypersonic cone. Luckily the new generation is a lot stronger & those addresses the problems of not enough life energy (Bovis) to beat the head of the satanic hierarchy with about 10,000 dB hypersonic. Now the third generation is strong enough for electrosmog protection.

According to Gebbensleben the strongest = most satanic hypersonic sources are the magnetic resonance imaging system MRI with 6,400 dB, more than a dozen cell phone towers on roofs up to 5,800 dB & wind farms with over 2500 dB. Somewhat less hypersonic is emitted by high-voltage power lines, underground nuclear waste disposal sites, photovoltaic systems in a very negative spatial arrangement & nuclear power plants. So the so-called green energies (wind) are more harmful than nuclear power, which is never realized by the proponents of these death machines. Cancer is created through permanent exposure of negative hypersonic of more than 290 dB. Still, the 4 Western death jabs have 5000-6000 dB, this is incredible & like a private park of cell phone towers in your body... 5000-6000 dB is the equivalent of the second hell level, demons of the third hell level only have half as much hypersonic, but the first (top) hell level has twice as much.
(2) Spiritual practice: Once the spiritual theory has revealed "what" one shall do, then it has to be implemented in the form of spiritual practice, i.e. a time for prayer, meditation, warfare & body exercises like Yoga etc. As always, crowd madness is a valuable help what to do (the masses are always asses): the more popular an exercise, the less helpful it is.

Example 1 popularity: the baby breath (abdominal respiration) is favored by almost all therapeutic methods, having myriads of detrimental effects like infantilization, zinization, emotionalizing (hysteira), weakening etc. People with this baby breath ask the state terrorists to treat them like naughty children with full nappies – as in the past 2 years of the Covid terrorism.

As always we must do the exact opposite of what the masses (who are always asses) are doing, i.e. with the very Yang soul breath of Christos Drossinakis: uninterrupted (no pause between inhalation & exhalation) breathing as high as possible into the thymus (high heart). According to the Framingham heart studies since 1948 the strongest indicator for life expectancy is the vital capacity of the lungs. This capacity is minimized by the infantile low breath (=Yin), instead do the very challenging pranayama exercises (=Yang), as for instance described by the quadruple world champion in freediving Stig Severinsen in his 2010 book *Breatheology: The Art of Conscious Breathing.*

Example 2 popularity: The rosary is very popular in Catholicism & Orthodoxy, which only calibrates at LoC=515 & strictly speaking is idolatry worshipping a human, because Mary was *not* an avatar (incarnation of the divine). One should not channel the Holy Ghost as the crowd madness of Christian sheeple does, but with myriads of different intentions, in order to manifest many of the 330 million qualities of God, examples:

- Christ, energize, burn (e.g. infections germs), optimize, heal, make healthy, charge, purify, detox, harmonize, redeem, make happy, de-acidify, protect, catch up, integrate, physicalize, clear, activize/ yangize, strength, relax, awake, seal, retrieve stolen parts (e.g. star, soul parts), forgive, create new, warm up, open (e.g. energy channels, packets of blessings), configure, ground, replace black holes, liberate from jails, destroy (e.g. lies, hardness in the heart, veils), fill with truth, light & love, bring to a level of consciousness LoC=1260...

There are 4 questions regarding the spiritual practice: (i) what (ii) how much (iii) when (iv) where. Once you have worked out the correct spiritual theory then you have 1000 open doors for the spiritual practice & find out, "what" has now priority in this moment. Unfortunately, now in the end times since 2019 often *psalm 19 (19->2019) applies, „Let his prayer be counted as sin!“ Romans 8-26:"

*In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know what we ought to pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us through wordless groans.*

Since the beginning of Last Judgment at Pentecost 2019 we have to pray very differently than before, the focus has to shift more & more from grace (=Yin) to justice (=Yang). Unfortunately, (almost) nobody realized that, that’s why according to the Most High now in 2022 a whopping 96% of all prayers are sin, which darken the soul & create a lot of negative karma, or least consume the good karma [Link]. The most devilish prayers are those who want to give Satan more time & postpone Last Judgment again: asking for more time for the powers of evil means the new evil created during this time is a huge burden to karmic account of the one praying that. A nasty example in this respect was Pastor *Stan Johnson* who wanted to postpone Judgment Day for the United Satan for another 40 years. Everybody with a brain understands that on this planet nothing can ever get better as long as the axis of evil USrahell has more than 0% power.

A terrible prayer is the one from Catholicism: “*and lead all souls to heaven.*” If God allowed all souls (including the black ones) into heaven, then this would transform heaven into hell, i.e. each time you pray this prayer you are an ally of Satan who wants to conquer the heavenly realms at all cost. Fortunately, archangel Michael kicked him into the butt, the good doer #1 has never forgotten this humiliation. Today almost all prayers arise from a human perspective (especially to further extend grace or more life time), however doing the will of man leads straight into hell according to *Matthew 16/ 21-23:*

*From that time on Jesus began to explain to his disciples that he must go to JerUSAlem and suffer many things at the hands of the elders, the chief priests and the teachers of the law, and that he must be killed and on the third day be raised to life. Peter took him aside and began to...*
rebuve him. “Never, Lord!” he said. “This shall never happen to you!” Jesus turned and said to Peter, “Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to me; you do not have in mind the concerns of God, but merely human concerns.

So the first thought of prayer must be to check what one should pray for, so it doesn’t become a sin – which unfortunately almost never happens. Only upon a level of consciousness LoC>850 (after the final Luciferian test) the ego will (spiritual ego) is so small that this is no longer an issue. Thus most spiritual activity now in the end times is counterproductive=satanic: when a priest has a black soul, then his church service must be called a black mass. Only 1-2% of the churches still have angels of God as doormen = white & living churches. The other 98-99% dead churches have demons as doormen abusing & impairing those entering, e.g. cursing them, shit in their brains, stealing their lifetime or even their souls. Thus in the end times visiting a church is detrimental to one’s soul most of the time. As so often we have to do the opposite of what Saul the mouthpiece of Satan writes (Hebrews 10-25): „not giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing.” The founder of Paulinism as the antithesis to the teaching of the Messiah even frankly admitted that he was partly in the hand of the devil (Romans 7-19): “For I do not do the good I want to do, but the evil I do not want to do - this I keep on doing.”

Sure time effort is only one spiritual parameter, but the only one that can be quantified easily. One can enhance the quality e.g. by saving the chosen intention into the glabella (third eye), with 2 strokes of the hand from the nose bridge to the center of the forehead, once with open (=Yang) & once with closed (=Yin) eyes (Link). This storing lasts for 30-60 minutes.

Dr. Jayant Athavale quantifies the efficiency of spiritual tasks as follows, suggesting that mantras have the strongest effect (Link). I want to narrow this statement by stressing that mantras are normally dedicated to the semi-Gods in the 10\text{th} dimension (e.g. Shiva, Lakshmi etc.), which is not so good, that' why these mantras only calibrate in the 600s, while the OM calibrates at 740 (Link). I recommend the book Sri Isopanisad by Swami Prabhupada.
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A key prayer is to repeat a name of God silently in your spirit or loud with words, in the Orthodox Christianity 'Christ' is a full prayer or mantra. It can be easily practiced during the daily life during boredom, waiting times & simple everyday activities like walking, jogging, brushing teeth, showering etc. (I also practice during biking & riding a care, but this requires a lot of exercise).

While the *what* is most important*, the *how much* & *when* is also important, there are special times when spiritual practice is 100 or even 100 times stronger, e.g. see Rabbi Alon Anava before his soul got black (Link). In earlier times it was ok to focus the spiritual activity on one day according to the Jewish model (e.g. Sabbath), but now in the end times this is a no-go, you rather need the Islamic model with 5 times per day spiritual practice. This is the minimum in the end times: in the morning after getting up (cleaning from the spiritual pollution during the night), in the evening & 3 times per day. The most intense spiritual practices are retreats & pilgrimages which are found in all serious spiritual traditions.

Fourth, the *where* is also crucial, because spiritual practice on power places is very time saving, you can achieve 10-20 times more during the same time. According to the Austrian brain researcher Gerhard Egggetsberger power places are very easy to detect with technical devices, e.g. the charge of the left frontal lobe skyrockets. Most Catholic & Orthodox churches were built on very old power places with the churchgoers looking towards the East (=Yang), looking towards the West (=Yin) has a different quality. The higher the vibration, the more of God’s angels are present (Link). In contrast, the LoC of Evangelic churches is on average *"hundreds" (!) of LoC points lower, especially when satanic prayers like tongue babble are practiced. You also see it in the color design, where almost always the devil’s color black (=Yin) dominates, the best colors are white.
yellow & pale blue, see Dr. Athavale (Link). It is very dangerous for one’s soul to visit places at LoC<200, because they are totally in the hand of Satan. Most world cities now calibrate completely below 200, which means their destruction is imminent.

(3) Spiritual everyday life: This is the time not explicitly shown as spiritual time, but can be used for it. Theoretically every activity can be used for spiritual practice (in the Zen style), yet practically this is not so easy or almost impossible, especially when you are visiting spiritual realms. There are some professions like priest, healer & politician (on the side of light) where a part of the job may count as spiritual practice. This is also true of myself, since the announcement of the 3rd Temple on 7/26/15 I spend 10-50% of my time reading & analyzing prophecies, which are almost always embedded in a spiritual context. Part of the spiritual everyday life is of course also the right=God ordained behavior, especially fulfilling one’s life task.

Certainly teaching/ evangelizing is in principle also part of the spiritual everyday life, albeit less & less because one should not throw the pearls before the swine. But who are the pigs? At any rate all those on the 50th level of impurity on the Jewish scale, but there are more. Somewhere on the levels 28-49 on the Jewish level of impurity you become an earth pig with a totally filthy aura, where nothing gets through. Now in 2022 the majority of humanity & their soul is lost forever.

How do you recognize that? Certainly you have talked with vaccine mutants where you have fallen on deaf ears: almost all double jab mutants are in the 50th level of impurity & thus certainly earth pigs. When you still cast pearls before the swine, then this is a sin with negative consequences, in Matthew 7-6 Jesus warned that the pigs will tear you into pieces:

Do not give what is holy to the dogs; nor cast your pearls before swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn and tear you in pieces.

Bottom line: All 3 kinds of spiritual time (theory, practice & everyday life) must exist, albeit in different weights. At the beginning of the spiritual path the theory dominates & at the end the spiritual everyday life.

(3) Few (everyday) life sins: 10 commandments, mutant fuckers, hellhounds

It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and of a kind that even pagans do not tolerate: A man is sleeping with his father’s wife. And you are proud! Shouldn’t you rather have gone into mourning and have put out of your fellowship the man who has been doing this? For my part, even though I am not physically present, I am with you in spirit. As one who is present with you in this way, I have already passed judgment in the name of our Lord Jesus on the one who has been doing this. So when you are assembled and I am with you in spirit, and the power of our Lord Jesus is present, I hand this man over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may be saved on the day of the Lord. (1 Corinthians 5)

This is statistically the third most important factor, only fulfilled by 1-3% of world population. This basically means that one has a pure white spiritual garment. In fall 2021 I suddenly found an unknown white undershirt in my wardrobe, size 50 & lacy. It certainly was not mine & also not by my partner, I also would never buy such an undershirt. So I asked God what this manifestation wants to tell me. Then I understood that this was the bridal dress for the sealed bride of Christ, hence the female style. The size 50 referred to the Jewish jubilee number 50. In the coming famines the Lord will act like that with His bride: overnight the kitchen cupboard will be filled. This manifestation of white garment in fall 2021 was at the border of the 5th & 6th seal of the apocalypse in fall 2021 (Revelation 6 & 7):

When he [lamb of God] opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain because of the word of God and the testimony they had maintained. They called out in a loud voice, “How long, Sovereign Lord, holy and true, until you judge the inhabitants of the earth and avenge our blood?” Then each of them was given a white robe, and they were told to wait a little longer, until the full number of their fellow servants, their brothers and sisters, were killed just as they had been. […] Then one of the elders asked me, “These are white robes—who are they, and where did they come from?” I answered, “Sir, you know.” And he said, “These are they who have come out of the great tribulation; they have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. Therefore, they are before the throne of God and serve him day and night in his temple; and he who sits on the throne will shelter them with his presence. ‘Never again will they
hunger; never again will they thirst. The sun will not beat down on them, nor any scorching heat. For the Lamb at the center of the throne will be their shepherd; he will lead them to springs of living water. And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes.

Now in 2022 the average person has more than 100,000 unforgiven sins according to the Most High, one should ask for the number for oneself. The threshold value is 5-10,000 unforgiven sins, more means you normally can't enter heaven. There are 3 main sources for sins: biographic, karmic & systemic-genetic. According to 2 Moses 34-7 you suffer for the sins of 3-4 generations, in exceptional cases even 7 generations or even more. Naturally one should ask for forgiveness for these sins & do something for atonement, which however usually only makes sense in the case of biographical sins.

Sins can be made on 3 levels: actions/ words, non-actions (omissions) & mentally. Normally only the level of actions (Yang) are realized, hardly the invisible non-actions (Yin) & even less the mental sins, e.g. Matthew 5-28: „But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart.“ And this is true in spite of all categories of sins being part of the Catholic confession of guilt:

Most merciful God, we confess that we have sinned against you in thought, word, and deed, by what we have done, and by what we have left undone.

The supervillain Martin Luther (who sizzles in hellfire) more or less abandoned confession, a terrible sin. But the problem is a lot deeper than these heretics: historically you always get the absolution after confessing, again very sinful. Because the absolution can only be granted when the sin was indeed forgiven: however, a priest needs to calibrate at least in the high 500s to realize that (soul review). Whether a sin was forgiven depends on numerous factors, e.g. repenting, redemption etc. All of that is worst in the end times, where the Freemasonic Gospel often denies sins. Actually it should be clarified before the confession if somebody fulfills the requirements for confession, see Father Anton Lässer from Maria Schutz, Austria (Link). Maria Schutz has a key role in the end times, years ago I saw a huge (=very mighty) angel standing there who said: until here & not further (referring to the Muslim troops). One has to 50-100% fulfill the life style pleasing God (the more, the better), an average the now less than 7 billion people (world population has already contracted by about one billion) fulfill God-ordained lifestyle 22%. One should always ask how much one's lifestyle is God-ordained & if this number is not 100%, how many & which sins there are in the lifestyle.

The world religions mostly agree on the basic rules of conduct (e.g. the 10 commandments) & what the big sins are – if we exclude those Islamic teachings that arose after the fall of Mohammed from LoC=700 to LoC<200. We should not set the bar very high, as suggested by Proverbs 24: “for though the righteous fall seven times, they rise again, but the wicked stumble when calamity strikes.” In contrast to the popular absurd Christian heresies we don't have an eternal grace subscription, i.e. we can’t sin forever. David Hawkins called the huge fall of the Christian LoCs the biggest spiritual tragedy in history. I agree, most terrible spiritual false doctrines have come from the Christian house & also made it into the egoteric teachings.

Satan has set up the global 666 system in a way that lies are almost inevitable, example: how many times have you received a click that you have read the Terms & Conditions? However, it is not possible to read all T&C when doing a lot of online business, as that would mean you have to read T&C more than 24 hours a day. Even such a click is in principle a small ('white') lie.

In the following pages I want to focus on the very severe sins, which are rarely realized. I define severe sin as something that lowers the odds of a white soul by a factor of 10 & a very severe sins even by a factor of 100. The sinfulness of one’s lifestyle is usually underestimated by some zeros (especially the thinking in 10 commandments), according to Buddhism there are 80,000 hindrances.

A first introduction is found in two older articles: 2/26/19 (Link) & 6/30/21 (Link). The most comprehensive collection of sins is offered by Peniel Ngonde, with hundreds of frequent lifestyle sins (Link). Almost all videos come from a time when Ngonde’s soul was still white. Nevertheless, his truth content was never superior, he also included weak=flawed sources & also shares the pride of the Evangelicals assuming they are the good ones & the Catholics the evil ones. As always the very opposite is true, normally the Catholic mass calibrates hundreds of LoC points
higher than the evangelical one (especially because of the Holy Communion), especially when the latter call Satan via tongue prattling. Not so comprehensive yet with a higher truth content are the hundreds of articles of Dr. Athavale on lifestyle questions (Link).

In spite of different background (Christianity versus Hinduism) the two sources Ngonde & Athavale arrive at very similar conclusion & complement each higher: on the highest levels (unfortunately not on the lower levels) only the "one" divine truth matters. Even a cursory study of these two sources needs at least hundreds of hours, a deeper study certainly requires (many) thousands of hours. After thousands of hours you at least have the most frequent sins on your screen, the rest of the 80,000 hindrances must be found out in direct conversion with the Most High. One should "now" save these sources offline, because as predicted the internet collapse has been underway since late 2021. First the global dying wave has reduced the number of internet users significantly, as demonstrated by Google Trends & other measures. Secondly, the war of Russia against evil (NATO criminals) produces also a number of casualties in cyberspace. Below I discuss 3 very severe sins (sins in sexual relationships/ partnership/ marriage, joining the Covid terrorism & dogs), which are even overlooked by these two sources:

1) Sins in sexual relationships, partnership & marriage: In the time of the reign of the 666 Antichrist sexual sins (six=sex) play a key role both in quantitative & qualitative terms. This is especially true of homosexuality, transgender & pedophilia, the differences between these 3 sins are not big.

Unfortunately, Christianity spreads a great many lies of the devil in this field. Matthew 19-6: “Therefore what God has joined together, let no one separate.” The Christian fools misinterpret that nearly "always" like that: “Therefore what the government demon Leviathan [legal marriage] has joined together, let no one separate.” Not long before the year 1666 the English cofounder of political science Thomas Hobbes realized the role of the demon Leviathan as the father of state terrorism. This means that the Christian fools accept a demon as their boss: the zombielike obedience of almost all so-called Christians is as satanic as possible, we can "not" allow these devils to enter heaven. This blind obedience was established in Romans 13-1 by the blackguard Saul who is the root of most Christian nonsense. As a matter of fact, now in the end times a marriage in the eyes of the law has little or almost nothing to do whether God has joined two people or not. In general, the blessing of state terrorists is a curse & thus heavy burden for a marriage! Even more complicated are Christian marriages where the priest actually must check if God’s blessing is on this relationship or not. Unfortunately, I have "never" heard before that a priest performs this task & now in the end times almost none of them is able to do that, as such a soul review requires an LoC at least in the high 500s.

Thus according to the Most High in early 2022 only 10-15% of the officially valid marriages count in God’s eyes, i.e. more than 80% are “against” God’s will & thus a severe sin. I didn’t understand that before some personal events, where suddenly angels came & connected us, but later came to separate us. Conservative Christian circles want a marriage ban except because of infidelity, but these teachings come right from the pits of hell. Infidelity doesn’t just mean the sexual level, but first & foremost the loyalty towards God. When someone with a white soul has a partner with a black soul, then this white soul will become black over time. According to Sananda this blackening of the soul needed about 8 years previously, but now in 2022 certainly less than a year, i.e. months or perhaps just weeks. Staying with a partner with a black soul will certainly lead into hellfire!

Of course, sex with other lifeforms is forbidden, i.e. with animals (sodomy) & with extraterrestrials (see the Biblical story of the Nephilim). So when one partner changes their DNA because of Covid jabs, then they are a mutant & a human must “not” have sexual intercourse with these non-humans. Those with one of the 4 Western death jabs are no longer human but transhuman, i.e. they are something different than a human, depending on their prize in the vaccine lottery, see Dr. Carrie Madej (Link). At any rate, zombie & robot fuckers (Link) must go into hell, this is like going to the cemetery & defile the corpses, how disgusting! Mutants often have this sweet smell of a corpse (like musk), as perceived by many people: cadaverin & putrescin (Link). Being indoors with mutants means I smell their kinky smell like a zombie or corpse after 15-30 minutes, the mutants decay alive.

In general, the Boss begins to take “everything” from the black souls, including their sexuality. Jesus Christ prophesized that in the end times the days of Noah before the flood (Link) would repeat, when the Nephilim (hybrid between the Oraphim angels & reptiles Link) began terrorizing
humanity. The vaccine mutants are the Nephilim of the 21st century, with the only difference of a broader genetic range, because the Covid death jabs contain the DNA of *many* earthly & extra-terrestrial beings. Thus the partners of mutants automatically count as widowed in the eyes of the Most High, you can *never* be married to nonhuman=transhuman creatures, just as you can't be married to a cockroach. Again the Indian Vedas are much better source in this context compared to the Holy Bible, which is usually encoded & misunderstandable.

Patients sick with AIDS have been convicted at courts because of assault for unprotected sex with clueless people, and rightly so. However, vaccine zombies quickly develop AIDS squared (VAIDS=vaccine AIDS), i.e. not just immune system deficiency but rather a full-blown immune system collapse. Infecting the unjabbed is a serious sin & a felony, which must be punished with death according to the white souls.

Within Christianity the orthodox teachings calibrate highest, thus the best prophecies come from the Orthodox, see Pastor Savvas Achilleous (Link), who already said in 2007 that the Antichrist will be crowned through the topic of disease/health, hence the crowning through the crown virus [coronavirus]. Also, a crown with thorns (=spikes spike proteins/ prions) was put on the head of Jesus Christ: Satan is always a copycat. Something similar was spoken in 2012 by Ana Mendez Ferrell (Link), first however by Rudolf Steiner in the early 20th century (Link) & even before that in the 19th century by Bernadette Soubirous from Lourdes. According to her we'll eventually hunt down the doctors, hallelujah! The corpse of the saint (1/7/1844-1879) has remained undecayed for 143 years (picture above) & looks like sleeping, she calibrates very high at LoC=910 as are the relics of the Buddha & Peter (Link). Her prophecies from the 19th century:

Also causing many to turn their backs on science will be the arrogance of physicians who use their knowledge to create an abomination. These doctors will find the means to combine the essence [DNA] of a man and the essence of a beast. [vaccine mutants] The people will know in their hearts that this is wrong, but they will be powerless to stop the spawning of such monsters. In the end they will hunt scientists down as ravening wolves are hunted. […] a final clash between the followers of Mohammed and the Christian nations of the world will take place. A furious battle will be waged in which 5,650,451 soldiers are killed and a bomb of great power [nuclear bomb] will fall on a city in Persia.

Similar statements come from the Templar Knight John of JerUSAlem (1042–1119) for the early 3rd millennium (Link):

And dream merchants who will offer the poison [=Covid vaccines] But it will destroy the bodies and souls rot. And those who have mingled their blood poison [through the jabs] be as wild animal caught in a trap. [=zombies] And violate and kill and steal and blackmail.

Actually this pharmacy prophecy is already found in the almost 2000 year old Revelation 9-21 (21=2021), still this is one of myriads of Bible passages mistranslated (Link), the conventional
However, the prophet praised cats as a pure animal (his favorite cat was called Muezza) & they warned us that seeing a mongrel during prayer can nullify this prayer (Link) & a Hadith clearly states that angels (normally) don’t enter a house with a dog (Link) – but only demons. You have to make a decision: either without a dog but with angels, or with a dog & demons. Actually you don’t need start any spiritual practice as long as a hellhound is still around, this is futile. However, the prophet praised cats as a pure animal (his favorite cat was called Muezza) & they translation is: „Furthermore, they did not repent of their […] sorcery.“ However, ‘sorcery’ is a mistranslation of the Greek pharmakon in the original text, with kon/ con indicating fraud, so one could translate pharmakon as pharma fraud. Thus the decoded sense: „They did not repent of their death jabs from the pharma fraud.“ In Revelation 18-23 we find these words regarding the Whore of Babylon=New York:

For your merchants [including bankers] were the powerful people of the earth, because all the nations were deceived by your pharmakon [jabs].

Needless to say, it is not a coincidence that the plandemic was setup in New York, as already written in the Holy Bible: Event 201 on 10/19/19 in New York. During an exorcism a demon admitted that the death jabs were initiated in a lodge in the evil empire=USA (Link) with the main target that the mutants can no longer forgive & thus they are not forgiven, which is a guaranteed way into hell. Before this universe was decided everything including the smallest nano fart was already decided…

(2) Participating in the Covid terrorism: Since 2020 we have been blackmailed & forced by the state satanists to commit totally new sins, especially dog faces (masks), Covid tests (except saliva tests) & of course the death jabs (vaccines have *never ever* been anything else than a satanic ritual). For the Antichrist in the Vatican & other satanic powers the PCR are a great method to detect the Messiah & kill him, as he is coming from the genetic line of King David (Link). Naturally controlling the green ID of Satan by employees in restaurants, retail etc. is a very severe sin, which demonstrates one is serving Satan & not God (you can’t serve 2 masters).

Apart from the very negative health impact of face diapers the muzzle also brings your vibration towards the one of hellhounds, the Zohar prophesized that before the coming of the Messiah men would have dog faces (i.e. being evilest, because the dog is the evilest of animals). The Greek-Orthodox pastor Savvas Agioritis (Link) highlights what a sin it is to have a dog face in church, which was prophesized by Pastor Basil Kapsokaliviti on 10/5/09 (Link), who was in contact with Father Paisios. On 12/4/20 the Eucharistic bread caught fire on the Balkans because of this Covid state terror (Link).

Meanwhile the Antichrist has been ruling for 2 years & we are in the 2nd half of the 42 months of her reign, which is practically realized by none of the Christian sheeple. 99% of them not even realize the ongoing end time or foolishly still wait for the mark, symbol & image of the 666 Beast, but all of that has been here for many years – all of that is so wrong that even dinosaurs grunt like earthworms!

(3) Dogs: A close relationship with dogs is also a very severe sin, which is where the world religions agree 100%.

* In the Holy Bible no other animal is described as so unclean=evil like the hellhound (Link). In contrast, cats are rather at the top: Jesus Christ is symbolized by only 2 animals, namely the sheep (first coming=suffering Messiah) & the lion (second coming now in the end times=ruining Messiah), the Lion of Judah belongs to the family of the big cats. The only Christian faction that realized the important truth of reincarnation where the Cathars, with their name derived either from Latin castus=pure/ holy or cattus=cat. The vernacular knows that a cat has 7 lives (because of their very high life energy on the Bovis scale), i.e. cats are associated with the principle of reincarnation.

* Orthodox Jews don’t have dogs either with few exceptions, because mutts disturb all prayers & after having touched a cur you have to clean oneself from the impurity, see Rabbi Alon Anava (Link).

* Nostradamus the king of prophets talked of the dog as the ‘biggest villain’.

* In Hinduism dogs are not allowed into one’s apartment (Link).

* Buddhism understands that tykes are a very low creature (Link).

* Islam warns us that seeing a mongrel during prayer can nullify this prayer (Link) & a Hadith clearly states that angels (normally) don’t enter a house with a dog (Link) – but only demons. You have to make a decision: either without a dog but with angels, or with a dog & demons. Actually you don’t need start any spiritual practice as long as a hellhound is still around, this is futile. However, the prophet praised cats as a pure animal (his favorite cat was called Muezza) & they
are considered holy & thus even allowed to enter mosques (Link). Again this is a major overlap with the Holy Bible.

* Mythology only knows the hellhound Cerberus, but no hell rabbits, hell zebras etc.

* Clairvoyants see that barking produces a lot of negative energy, yikes!

* The language wisdom confirms that 100%: there is a reason why dog is the reverse (opposite) of God. One has to make a decision: dog or God, you can’t serve two masters.

* Attacks on white souls: You can get a clue who has a white soul, because white souls are permanently attacked by dogs, while mutts love black souls. These attacks can have many forms, e.g. they bark at white souls or urinate close to their living space. My doctor has a white soul, that’s why *every day* (!) many hellhounds pee on both sides of her entrance door, while they don’t do that 100 meters to the right or left. It appears that all dogs from the whole district are ‘magically’ attracted to her door (demons push them), because dogs are always an instrument of Satan & a dog is always a hell portal.

* My own research fully corroborates, e.g. according to a late 2021 request only 5 dog owners in Austria still had a white soul, these 5+ dogs must be pure hunting & watch dogs without any emotional ties. My input to Kaiser Henry will be to forbid dog possession under death penalty, we can’t tolerate souls going into the place of eternal torment for this reason. Owning a hellhound is a very severe sin reducing the odds of a white soul by about 2 zeros (factor 100), the 2022 odds of a dog owner with a white soul are a lottery win (about 1: 100,000). Until 2020 I knew at least one dog owner with a white soul, but since 2020 the situation has deteriorated dramatically.

(4) No severe spiritual false teachings (heresies)

Abandon hope all ye who enter here! (Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri 1265–1321, written on the hell portal)

This is the fourth most important criterion, only some percentages of world population are free of that. I define terrible spiritual false teachings as the ones who jeopardize the salvation of one’s soul & thus can lead into hell. The strongest impact is felt among true & false spiritual gurus (priests & gurus), producing a clear split within the core of spiritual folks. However, you don’t need to spread heresies actively, passive beliefs are enough. Heresies are 100 or 1000 times worse than other lies, especially hell heresies that are enough to bring people into hellfire *single-handedly*. Bringing other people into hell with one’s teachings creates the karma of landing in hell. Note that for a spiritual teacher an omittance sin is enough, i.e. keeping dead quiet about hell. There is a reason why our Lord Jesus Christ discussed hell a lot more often than heaven: this is the way it is supposed to be. Almost the whole humanity adheres to one or more of the 14 crucial (soul-jeopardizes) heresies, with 5 of them going back to the super-satanist Martin Luther, who might have lured more people into hellfire than anybody else:

(1) Denying the existence of the soul: This is the heresy of the atheists = earth pigs.

(2) Soul death after physical death (annihilationism): While this is theoretically possible, yet practically so far very rare for human souls. Portraying the exception as the rule is certainly a false doctrine, spread e.g. by Jehovah’s Witnesses, but also from a few Jewish tendencies. Soul death usually happens every 4.32 billion years with pralay, see Dr. Jayant Athavale (Link).

(3) Denying the existence of hell: This is the worst spiritual heresy, both in ‘modern’ Christianity & egoteric teaching.

(4) Salvation by grace only sola gratia (karma rejected): Martin Luther negated the key role of karma in his absurd sola gratia teaching, i.e. he almost completely rejected divine justice (=Yang) & only took divine grace (=Yin) for real.

(5) Justification by faith alone (sola fide): Again the hell agent Martin Luther raped God’s teachings, based on the Epistle to the Romans 3 by Paul. Saul the murderer of Christians is by far the most dubious source in the New Testament, whose Threeness of faith LoC=535, love LoC>500 & hope LoC=475 (Link) lures Christians into a trap because of attractors with a low vibration. Because everything lower than surrender LoC>555 can *not* save one’s soul, this part-time satanist lies right, left & center. Luther took this highly questionable text of the murderer of Christians & further
counterfeited it, by completely changing the meaning by changing ‘justification by faith’ to ‘justification by faith alone’. This overemphasis on faith leads to an artificial mystification & a totally wrong God image (where again the male side of God=justice is totally discarded), creating a huge damage.

(6) Salvation assurance: Doctrine that all dead come into heaven, again a diabolic teaching by Martin Luther.

(7) Earthbound souls: In egoteric sources we find a special variant of salvation assurance, pretending that the worst possible scenario is the “temporary” postmortal stay on earth as an earthbound soul with a guaranteed happy end, as for instance perpetuated by the series Ghost Whisperer. Dr. Athavale describes this Bhuvarlok = underworld on the earth’s surface best (Link). It is true this is only a “temporary” location for a soul (which may still last for thousands of years though), because *all* earthbound souls will certainly be removed during Judgment Day: still, for most of them their way is down & not up. But at least earthbound souls still have in principle an intact change of avoiding hell. However, most of these ‘earthbound souls’ are *not* the souls, but their emotional bodies & perhaps other bodies, e.g. the karmic body or in the case of fresh corpses also the etheric body.

(8) Soul sleep Christian mortalism (Link): This teaching can be understood as a variant of the earthbound souls, where souls supposedly sleep until they rise at Last Judgment. Proponents of this teaching often remain close to their graves & even refuse to go with angels from heaven sent to collect them. However, the graveyard is part of Satan’s realm, so they are usually attacked by much stronger demons (demonic hierarchy Link) who may kidnap them & bring them into hell. Again this internal teaching was touted by the satanist Martin Luther as well as John Calvin (founder of Calvinism) & today is spread by all kinds of cults, e.g. the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

(9) Purgatory: We can attribute the very distorted teaching of the so-called Purge to the most superficial hell levels or even the lowest heaven levels, it implies that you can escape very quickly. This is not true, although there are at least realistic chances of moving, as demonstrated by the Buddha in an incarnation very long ago. It is realistic under favorable conditions that one moves on “one” level (out of 14), but only through the help of other beings (e.g. living beings). But even in the highest hell levels leaving is an exception & not the rule, and only after centuries or millennia of agonies.

(10) Reincarnation assurance (egoteric): This nonsense is found as an implicit assumption almost everywhere in egoteric teachings, including Anthroposophy (the soul of Rudolph Steiner became black during his life). In a nutshell, this fraud suggests, “If you don’t make it in this life, then the loving God will certainly give you another chance in the next life.” Unfortunately, this is one of the myriads of lies of Satan: now during Last Judgment almost all living persons will either go into hell (*without* another chance) & about 1 out of 1,000 ends the reincarnation cycle (most of the 0.12% chosen ones). This is the exit window every 12,800 years (half Galactic cycle). What’s so special during completing this 66.6 million year cycle of mass extinction is there won’t be a new chance.

An incarnation as an animal is normally almost impossible, but now in the end times it is possible after Last Judgment, especially the ‘dog fans’ & mask pigs. Another incarnation in a human body is not all a taken-for-grantedness let alone a goal, on the contrary it is a grace of God because of the failure of having reaching this goal in the previous life. However, now during Last Judgment this grace is mostly history, of the 0.12% white souls almost all will reach liberation, while the rest goes into the place of eternal torment, few experience the final soul annihilation=soul death.

(11) Loveholics (hell only in few absolute exceptions e.g. Hitler, Hitley & co.): While hell isn't entirely denied in this case, it is claimed that only few very bad people go into hell, while all normal people go into heaven. Sorry to tell you but this is light years from the truth, don’t allow the loveholics to mislead you. The loveholics don’t know God, because they only want to see love in Him, but deny all 330 million other qualities. These pseudo-spiritual devils always talk (apparently) with angelic tongues. They don’t appreciate the Old Testament & try to hide it as much as possible, these spiritual junkies only accept the New Testament (and even there only those parts who please them).

(12) Once saved, always saved: This heresy is widespread under the followers of the satanist Martin Luther, especially in the USA. Ridiculously this doctrine suggests you can’t go to hell when
you have said one sentence once in your life: this is as crazy as it can get.

(13) Rapture: The teaching of a (physical) rapture of the great deceiver der Paul removes the grounding of people & makes them inattentive & unprepared for the great pain of the Tribulation. As always, Luther was as wrong as possible in this respect, by claiming this prophecy was already fulfilled in the year 0070 upon the destruction of the second Temple. What the rapture really means is a soul rapture, which is part of the everyday life of every true servant of God, not a singular event.

(14) Ascension into the 5th dimension (ascended masters): This is a terrible false egoteric teaching & the proponents of this fiendish doctrine certainly have a black soul since 2021. As always, great popularity of a dogma means it is false. Fifth dimensional beings are usually black, archangels (including fallen ones like Lucifer etc.), are 7th dimensional but even they can fall & become black. Only in the 10th dimension & higher the risks can be neglected, because these beings don’t have free will (in the 9th dimension). As long as you are so far away from God to still have a free will, you are already with one leg in hell fire.

(5) No smombies (smartphone zombies)

*Stay away from a fool, for you will not find knowledge on their lips.* (Proverbs 14-7)

Statistically this is the fifth factor ranked by importance, only fulfilled by some 5% of the world population younger than 70, because 95% are nasty smombies who accumulate the daily karma of torturers because they torture their environment with death rays. Unfortunately, almost the whole of Christianity has been led astray by Satan, as they still expect the mark of the 666 Beast is yet to come. Nothing could be further from the truth than this assumption, because the cell phone "is" the mark of the 666 Beast. In the film Cell (2016) by Stephen King cell phones play the role of the trigger of the Apocalypse, which is confirmed by prophets (Link). The name cell phone is just perfect, because the cell phone allows souls to be imprisoned in prison cells in hell, because cell phones open a soul portal. There is a very high & compelling correlation: the more electrosmog, the higher the likelihood of a black soul. That’s why the percentage of black souls didn’t rocket before the introduction of smart phones.

However, electrosmog through smartphones etc. is only the second last step in the process of zombification (the last one being the Covid jabs) that began 75,000 years ago in the Nephilim wars (Link). About 75,000 years ago the 666 quarantine seal was installed: since then we are the worst epidemic in the galaxy & have to reincarnate again & again in this galaxy: the assholes of the galaxy are not welcome anywhere else. Even science admits that humanity experienced a genetic bottleneck some 75,000 years ago (Link), the Genographic Project estimates only about 2000 people survived. However, science doesn’t know the reason: the Nephilim wars almost led to the extinction of humanity & thus to an extreme reduction of the genetic variance. There is a reason why the Nephilim are even mentioned in the Holy Bible, albeit mainly in the apocryphal book of Enoch, which is part of the Ethiopian Bible.

While Peniel Ngonde discusses the demonic influence within the anti-social media, he – as to my knowledge “all” other Christian sources, too – overlooks the most important: that creating electrosmog is a very severe sin, explaining why the cell phone is the mark of the 666 Beast (at the head or in the hand) & screens are the image of the 666 Beast worshipped (stared at) the whole day. Unfortunately, nobody sees through. Most (86% according to Dr. Luis de Benito N=137 Link) of those with one of the 4 Western Covid jabs are chipped & thus permanently create bluetooth electrosmog, another reason why the vaccine beasts create so much negative karma for themselves.

Besides, the electrosmog mental crash creates many follow-up sins, the madness of the covidiotics, mask pigs & jab mutants would have "never" been possible without electrosmog. Nobody realizes that electrosmog allows a soul access (and thus tearing souls into hell), because microwave WMDs are property of the devil & thus give demons legality for invasion.

While the egoteric at least recognizes the problem of electrosmog, the solutions offered are false & convenient, i.e. put on some kind of chip. Most of the time this even "aggravates" the problem further... Instead, we have to pursue a completely different approach for electrosmog protection ranked by importance: 1. avoidance 2. Shielding 3. Grounding 4. information correction
(https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog?id=1522). Only what can’t be solved through the first 3 steps needs the 4th step, but that can never remove 100% of the electrosmog, these claims by the producers are totally false. The best protection devices maybe achieve 70-85%, but most are not only considerably less powerful, but they might become negative over time & thus a hell portal, so one is even more exposed to evil than without this product.

Only the 3rd generation of Koltsov plates with 8 elements available since 2022 offers more than 90% protection (Link), but even that is still far away from 100%. No matter how you look at it, electrosmog is & always remains a big problem. Thank God most of humanity returns to the Stone Age in the 2020s: this is God’s problem solution.

I sometimes receive requests regarding different protection systems, which I hardly answer. Not only do we have 500+ electrosmog protection systems, which are changing dynamically, unfortunately almost always towards the negative after attacks. Again the general motto of the end times applies: you should no longer delegate these things, but check out everything yourself.

(6) No mass consciousness (brain users, mental karma, sleeping sheeple)

Stupidity is a more dangerous enemy of the good than malice. One may protest against evil; it can be exposed and, if need be, prevented by use of force. Evil always carries within itself the germ of its own subversion in that it leaves behind in human beings at least a sense of unease. Against stupidity we are defenseless. Neither protests nor the use of force accomplish anything here; reasons fall on deaf ears; facts that contradict one’s prejudgment simply need not be believed — in such moments the stupid person even becomes critical — and when facts are irrefutable, they are just pushed aside as inconsequential, as incidental. In all this the stupid person, in contrast to the malicious one, is utterly self-satisfied and, being easily irritated, becomes dangerous by going on the attack. For that reason, greater caution is called for than with a malicious one. Never again will we try to persuade the stupid person with reasons, for it is senseless and dangerous. If we want to know how to get the better of stupidity, we must seek to understand its nature. This much is certain, that it is in essence not an intellectual defect but a human one. There are human beings who are of remarkably agile intellect yet stupid, and others who are intellectually quite dull yet anything but stupid. (Pastor Dietrich Bonhoeffer)

I estimate that this includes only 5% of the world population. Dietrich Bonhoeffer has correctly pointed out that stupidity is a bigger enemy of the good than evil (Link) & he correctly points out that intellect & stupidity are 2 pair shoes. That’s why Proverbs says:

Better to meet a bear robbed of her cubs [-attacks] than a fool bent on folly.

It is easier to fit a camel through the eye of a needle than for the sleeping sheeple to go to heaven. We have clear profile of the sheeple: believes the lying press, votes for the socialist block party, criticizes conspiracy theories, denies the terrible effects of electrosmog, supports sinister (left) projects like political correctness, democracy, child murder (so-called abortion), transgender, feminism & FFF=666 climate madness of Greta (who is an incarnation of a demon from hell), approving more digitalization & vaccine etc. Only a black soul can approve vaccines which have never (!) been anything else than a satanic ritual & a sacrifice to the demon Baal, as confirmed by Archbishop Vigano. The jokester motto of demoncracy is, “All power comes from the people.” It goes without saying that all of that is a lie, because all power comes from God alone. Demoncracy is an idol & whoever worships this idol destroys demoncracy — as we are seeing in real-time in Cuckburg. Whatever is put higher than God violates the first commandment, is an aggression against God & will be inevitably destroyed. Whoever believes the official numbers of state terrorists (e.g. inflation, Covid…) certainly has a black soul: nobody with a white soul can believe such an incredible nonsense.

However, the truthers/ awake/ conspiracy theorists are rarely more than minimal brain users, they mainly believe other lies than the lying press. Actually since 2020 the lying press is often closer (!) to truth than the so-called truthers, what a nightmare… Satan has filled up the black souls up to the eyeballs with implants, to a lesser degree even the white souls. Example: similar to the lying press, 95% of the truthers only pay attention to the medical, political, economic & social impact of the plandemic, but ignore the 1000 times more important soul dangers. But this is rather irrelevant for most of the world population, now in 2022 the median life expectancy is hardly longer than a
few years, you should only analyze where you will spend the coming millions of years. 90-95% of humanity will lose their physical body until 2029, most already until 2024.

Adhering to certain bogus theories is an almost 100% indication for black souls, their brains stink abominably because of demons defecating into their brains. Example: theoreticians of the flat earth hoax. Believing such an incredible BS means that a lot is at sixes & seven – as for most of the truthers. The flat earth hoax is course 100% created by the illuminati, as already announced in the 1990s by the illuminati card game (Link).

Unfortunately, in the end times independent thinking (true intelligence) & academic degrees usually anti-theses: the more degrees, the more disgusting the stench from the academic brains. The longer their brains were washed in education institutes, the bigger the gleichschaltung & absurdity of their thinking & the smaller their alignment with reality & their creativity, at least in Pussystan. That’s why the vaccination quotas rise with the education levels (Link). In 2024 the number of academics alive will be very small, let’s thank the Lord for the vaccinocide. For me ‘academic’ has been a swearword for a long time, there are only few academics whose brains still work.

Naturally, most spiritual teachings are deception, with the egoteric doctrines being the worst, often suggesting that one should by no means use the mind. However, Bible fanatics with their lunatic motto ‘nothing but the Bible’ are highly immune against learning something new & open for better sources. The Bible is mainly a book for spiritual illiterates in the dark age (Kali Yuga) & like first grade in elementary school. When Bible fanatics continue to fight against God’s call & want to remain in the first grade forever, then God could interpret that as rebellion, which leads into hellfire. So the souls of the Bible fundamentalists are in great danger, they are in a permanent battle against reality (Link).

(7) No familial/ relational/ amicable attention

Children oppress my people, women rule over them. My people, your guides lead you astray; they turn you from the path. (Isaiah 3-12)

Perhaps only 5-7% of humanity have freed themselves from the familial attachments & thus fulfill this criterion. I mention that as a separate point because it broke the neck of a few people in the Amanita network (made their souls black) that would have otherwise stayed white. This is especially dangerous for men in Cuckburg: when they don’t fulfill their God-given leadership function, then they rebel against God & are thus on the way into hellfire. Today 90% of couples walk, sit & sleep in the satanic order, i.e. the women on the right & the man on the left (=motherfucker constellation). When couples mostly walk like that, then you know their souls must be black. This is *exactly* (!) how humanity fell into samsara (the necessity to reincarnate): Satan wanted to get Adam, but failed in the direct way, only indirectly through Eva the devil succeeded. That’s why Jeremiah 17-5 (17+5=22=code for 2022) warns:

*Cursed is the man who trusts in mankind, who makes the flesh his strength and turns his heart from the Lord.*

There is a reason why God’s 144,000 chosen ones are virgin men according to Revelation 14-4, so they are not tempted:

*These are those who did not defile themselves with women, for they remained virgins. They follow the Lamb wherever he goes.*

Even David Hawkins was completely brainwashed in this context, according to his incredible nonsense from December 9, 2006, where he excludes the most important passage of the Bhagavad Gita (Link). The best description is found in the Mahabharata a part of the Indian Vedas with the highest level of consciousness LoC of all traditional spiritual texts, a lot higher than Bible & Koran: LoC=970 (Link). The key is the battle of Kurukshetra, where after long peace negotiations war can no longer be avoided. When the military leader Arjuna realizes that beloved persons (relatives, gurus & friends) are in the enemy’s army, he at first refused to fight, but Krishna as an avatar of God (LoC=1000) bitchslapped the coward Arjuna with words (Link).

Lord Krishna said: How has the dejection come to you at this juncture? This is not fit for a person of noble mind and deeds. It is disgraceful, and it does not lead one to heaven, O Arjuna. Do not become a coward, O Arjuna, because it does not befit you. Shake off this trivial weakness of your
heart and get up for the battle, O Arjuna.

God reminds Arjuna through an avatar (LoC>985) that he only kills the body, but not he soul let alone the spirit resp. the immortal self-Atman. Basically the same is said by Revelation 21-8 naming the cowardly as the first to go in the Lake of Fire for incredible torment. Cravenness is a terrible sin which is never realized, in general the omission sins=Yin are almost never recognized as sins.

There is only one reason why somebody wants to stay on this slave planet at all costs: because one hasn’t experienced heaven (or doesn’t remember). Everyone who has experienced heaven once understands that heaven is 1000 times nicer than even the most wonderful time on earth. You see that often in the death experiences (falsely called near-death experiences), where almost nobody returns to this prison planet voluntarily. If at all, people agree to return because of their children, to avoid they become orphans. I have already died 10 times & was sent back each time, meanwhile my plea to remain in heaven is a mere formality, knowing it won’t be accepted "yet".

White souls must do whatever God wants from them, regardless whether or not anyone else understands that or whether it costs their lives. Naturally, the biggest frictions are experienced with close persons, Matthew 10:

Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to bring peace, but a sword. For I have come to turn a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law, a man’s enemies will be the members of his own household. Anyone who loves their father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; anyone who loves their son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.

Many formerly white souls go into hellfire because they put family members above God, thus worshipping them as idols, as was experienced during the familial vaccine pressure & this will remain a topic in the 2020s. One should make 0% compromises, otherwise the soul is in danger or half lost. One has to do God’s will, ideally with family, if not then without. The Holy Bible describes how God told Abraham to sacrifice his son Isaac, which he almost had to do: he passed this test.

This is the *only* way for souls to find the way into heaven.

One *always* has a choice, by no means can we allow to be pulled into the popular braindead ‘there is no alternative’ nonsense. The last choice is to lose one’s life, which is the best one can experience: giving one’s life as a martyr in the battle for God as 10-11 of the 12 Apostles – Judah took his life, John apparently died a natural death. Martyrs can be sure to spend a very long time in very high levels of heaven. John 12-25: " Anyone who loves their [physical] life will lose it, while anyone who hates their life will keep it for [eternal] life." This is especially true of the death jabs: whoever wants to keep their (normal/ convenient/ "free") life through the jab, will lose it (and die soon).

Injected mutants are very impure both on a body & soul level (unless they received a placebo) & thus all contact with them is dangerous for body, mind & soul. From a practical level, keeping contact means nothing, most zombies will be dead within 1-2 years anyway, the rest somewhat later. Since 2020 *all* white souls have been experiencing loneliness or even forlornness, this can’t be avoided, as also mentioned in Sajaha’s prophecy (Link):

The voices of the gods are not heard any more – except the lone righteous that shall be nothing in that time. […] He [God] will wipe out the souls of the people, what the spirit of the deity had them previously brought will find a well prepared storage in order to feel comfortable, because the whole worldly circle will be of his mind – only the lonely righteous will wait in the silence of the hour, which will come forth. […] Naughty lies they call truth, and truth will not be in them. Except in the lonely just waiting longingly to the Third Sargon, which they have secretly ordained their courage. […] Lonely are the Brave and the righteous. But with them is the deity! […] But the New Babylon will shine at the base of the North [Untersberg] Mountain. And he who was the loneliest, will be the new king of Babylon, the king of the new realm [Kaiser Henry].

(8) Participation in the spiritual war Armageddon = God’s army (raise one’s voice)

I estimate 10-15% of world population fulfill this criterion. In the end times there is no ‘neutrality’ whatsoever, *everyone* without exception is involved in the war between light & darkness. What
this means exactly for everybody can't be said wholesale, that depends a lot on one's soul task: there are some fighting at the frontline, others help in the hinterland etc. But *all* white souls *must* raise their voice for God, because silence tacitly counts as approval of the evil. Of course, whoever tells the truth needs a fast horse, or as put by the good-doer Idi Amin (killed 300-400,000 Ugandans): "There is the freedom of speech, but I can't guarantee the freedom *after* speech." Matthew 10/32-33:

> Whoever acknowledges me before others, I will also acknowledge before my Father in heaven. But whoever disowns me before others, I will disown before my Father in heaven. [=sizzling in hellfire]

As a matter of fact, the neutral & silent ones & cell phone film makers participate in the part of the karma of the perpetrators, which is a guarantee for the unutterable torments in hell. Matthew 12:30 quotes the Most High: "Whoever is not with me is against me, and whoever does not gather with me scatters."

The egoteric folks are completely brainwashed, too, e.g. the Yin search for harmony & balance as well as (misunderstood) teachings like the Buddhist Middle Way, who quite often is interpreted as suggesting we should always behave like a diplomat (Libra) & never fight etc. Needless to say, this is completely wrong & certainly leads into the lower worlds. It is 100% irrelevant whether or not just one of the billions of other people does the right thing, all that matters is if *you* do God’s will or not.

This is very difficult for 97-98% of humanity who are genetically programmed as a hanger-on/ crowd person, it's only rather easy for the 2-3% born alpha people. Astrologically it's easier for those with a focus on the alpha sign Aries & the first house, because this is the strongest Yang. Aries is the ram is a male sheep: in the Holy Bible the sheep is always the symbol for those who do God's will. This means we must 100% distance ourselves from egoteric teachings saying we shouldn't judge: this is satanic philosophy leading into hell. In every second everyone performs millions of judgments, as can be demonstrated e.g. through the muscle-test – which only makes these things visible that always run in the background anyway.

(9) Attacks

Whoever hasn't been experiencing attacks since 2021 certainly has no white soul, although partly black souls are attacked, too, when they refuse to do Satan’s will. The higher the LoC & the more important the soul task, the more attacks. Attacks can happen on all levels: emotional, mental, spiritual, health-wise, financial, body, social, political (e.g. vaccine pressure), technical & through animals. Example technical: in fall 2020 I began to print out Koltsov plates, in the following weeks demons ruined about a dozen (!) printers, so I could no longer print out Koltsov plates. The area of life where they attack most highly depends on one's personal karma. I have bad technical karma, because in a former incarnation as the chief technician in Atlantis my errors contributed a lot to the fall of Atlantis.

Today you typically have more black magic attacks in a *single* (!) day than formerly in an entire life. Still it is surprising how little even the white souls understand how much of their troubles are in reality spiritual attacks & falsely assume they don't have any attacks. Example: around 11/20/21 there was the big spiritual battle of Vienna, Austria. On 11/24/21 Father Anton Lässer in Maria Schutz South of Vienna was attacked so much by demons that in the livestream his face was permanently distorted (Link), while the rest of the image remained stable & clear. This reminds us of the repto videos, where also mainly the face gets distorted (Link). Schutz means 'protection', Maria Schutz has a certain protective function, that's why the boss of Maria Schutz was massively attacked.

(10) Male gender

Men have some 10 times higher heaven odds compared to women: while this is highly significant, it still is only the second weakest statistical criterion. Peniel Ngonde (Link) has shared the reports of many heaven visitors, already in the lower heavens you have about 85% men, in the higher heavens this ratio explodes towards 99:1. There is a reason why all 24 saints of the Heavenly Council chaired by Abraham (decides important questions for humanity).
We have to take into consideration that the historically asymmetric gender ratio gets more & more extreme. Now in 2022 the female share under the white souls is only 6-7%, with the trend still down. In everyday life you get a confirmation, e.g. I have experienced mask terrorism 20 times more often from women than men. This asymmetry has also got to do with the female lifestyle, e.g. fashion/jewelry (Link), child murder (Link) & feminism. All of that has been prophesized by the Nordic Ragnarök, saying that women will cause mischief because of their jewelry addiction. Historically the average person (especially women) created most positive karma by raising children: if this karma can't be achieved, then the scales on Judgment Day will easily tilt to the other side.

Men whose foreskin has been stolen during acts of sexual satanism count as castrated in the subtle realms (their male light was stolen, too) & that's why what has been said regarding women also applies to these castrates as well.

(11) No vaccine zombies/ mutants

Statistically this is the weakest criterion, because some 50% of world population meet this requirement, by having not received one of the 4 Western death jabs (BioNTech, AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson & ModeRNA). Although all jab mutants certainly have a black soul, the opposite is not true, i.e. only a small fraction of the unjabbed have a white soul. Also, this is not necessarily a personal decision, in many nations the 4 death jabs from Gynocratia were hardly passed out, e.g. Russia, China & Iran (=SCO Shanghai Cooperation Organization as the main enemy of NATO). The Persian Ayatollah said as the only head of government in the world that killing the population is the agenda of the death jabs: it’s good the Muslims will soon invade Europe, the Mussies are not as braindead as the ‘Christians’.

I can guarantee you that God will not accept any excuses for the jabs, e.g. that the pressure at work or within family was too big. All that is part of the test, see 1 Peter 1:

\[\text{In all this you greatly rejoice, though now for a little while you may have had to suffer grief in all kinds of trials. These have come so that the proven genuineness of your faith—of greater worth than gold, which perishes even though refined by fire - may result in praise, glory and honor when Jesus Christ is revealed. Though you have not seen him, you love him; and even though you do not see him now, you believe in him and are filled with an inexpressible and glorious joy, for you are receiving the end result of your faith, the salvation of your souls.}\]

And yet, the black soul is deepest in the biology among the mutants & thus most difficult to correct, 98% of the double jabbed mutants are in the 50th level of impurity (but only 70-80% of those jabbed once). This is the reason why almost all double vaccine zombies must soon leave this planet, their soul is lost forever. From the Myrddin lineage we know the black holes, who are also on the 50th level of impurity & thus can no longer be healed, instead they can only be destroyed by replacing the divine & vital webbing.

In this context I recommend the German book Corona-Impfungen aus spiritueller Sicht: Auswirkungen auf Seele & Geist und das nachtodliche Leben by Thomas Mayer. This book states that the Russian Sputnik has undergone a massive deterioration because of attacks, as reflected by new data (Link). At the launch in 2020 the Sputnik still had a positive LoC=250, but has meanwhile collapsed extremely to LoC=50 into the demonic area. Franz Erdl also made some good remarks, e.g. how the jab cuts off from the heavens (Link).

Humanity in the end times praises health as the highest good & thus worships health as an idol: strong attachments always destroyed what is worshipped, i.e. all health fanatics "must" become sick. The biggest possible adoration of health since the 20th century must culminate in the biggest possible health destruction = biggest death wave in history. This has been well described by the Russian spiritual healer Sergey Lasarev (whose soul got black nevertheless), how certain life areas are locked because of attachments & identifications. Collectively now health is locked because of these impure minds. Unfortunately, the truthers never tell us the full truth, instead almost all are part of the satanic worship of health, no difference to the lying press at all. We have to say good-bye to the nonsense of the alternative media & center our priorities at God.
Closing remarks

I’m trying to free your mind, Neo. But I can only show you the door. You’re the one that has to walk through it. (Morpheus to Neo in the Matrix)

I hope my 11 factor model has given you an impression how difficult it is to keep one’s spiritual garment white, with a number of suggestions made. Still, we should also pay attention to John 14-6:

Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever believes in me will also do the works that I do; and greater works than these will he do, because I am going to the Father.